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Executive Summary

The deliverable describes the procedure and the functional details that users of the BIOASQ Participants
Area1 should follow in order to use the BIOASQ oracle.2

The BIOASQ oracle is an online application which was developed as part of the BIOASQ Partici-
pants Area. It provides its users the opportunity to test their systems using past BIOASQ datasets. Both
tasks of the BIOASQ challenge are available in the oracle. When submitting results for a past test dataset
the oracle returns the scores for the corresponding BIOASQ evaluation measures along with the ranking
of the submission compared with the official challenge submissions and other publicly available oracle
submissions. In this way, participants can continue improving their systems by using the datasets and
the infrastructure generated during the BIOASQ challenge to evaluate their progress in an off-challenge
mode.

The BIOASQ oracle will remain active after the end of the project. This deliverable presents the
details of the use of the oracle from a user point-of-view. It can be also seen as guidelines or reference
point for the oracle functionality.

1http://bioasq.lip6.fr
2http://bioasq.lip6.fr/oracle/
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

BIOASQ1 initiated a series of challenges on biomedical semantic indexing and question answering. One
of the goals of the project consortium towards the end of the project is to provide a sustainable way of
evaluating off-challenge system submissions for the released BIOASQ datasets. That way, the BIOASQ
infrastructure and datasets will continue aiding researchers to improve their systems and evaluate them.

To address those requirements the BIOASQ oracle2 was developed and integrated in the BIOASQ
Participants Area.3 Using the oracle, participants can submit results for already released test datasets
and receive as feedback:

1. The scores of the corresponding for each task evaluation measures, and

2. the ranking of the submission compared to the systems that participated in the official part of the
challenge and other public submission that were made in the oracle.

Recall, that during the challenge the evaluation was performed incrementally for both tasks. For the
semantic indexing task (Task A) the measures were updated as MeSH heading were becoming available
and for the question answering task (Task B) indicative scores of the evaluation measures were calculated
initially and then the measures were updated after the end of the assessment task. However, the feedback
described above is provided in real-time; the oracle uses the updated and refined versions of the golden
datasets created during the challenge. For more information on the BIOASQ evaluation measures for
each task please consult Balikas et al. (2013b) and Kosmopoulos et al. (2013). For the engineering and
development decisions behind the oracle consult Balikas et al. (2014). Finally, for more information
on the process used during the creation of the BIOASQ benchmark datasets, consult Malakasiotis et al.
(2013) and Ngonga Ngomo et al. (2013).

All tests released during the official part of the challenge for both tasks are available, so that partici-
pants can submit their results for them to the oracle. This translates to 33 test datasets for Task A and 8
datasets for Task B.

The rest of the document is organised as follows:
1http://bioasq.org
2http://bioasq.lip6.fr/oracle/
3http://bioasq.lip6.fr
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- Chapter 2 presents the home page of the oracle and explains the fields of the Oracle submission
form,

- Chapter 3 presents the guidelines for using the oracle for submissions for Task A,

- Chapter 4 presents the guidelines for using the oracle for submissions for Task B, and

- Chapter 5 explains the way that the oracle results are displayed.

D4.9: Evaluation infrastructure software for future oracle use
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CHAPTER 2

The Oracle submission form

Figure 2.1 depicts the home page of the oracle. One can reach the page either by typing the URL
http://bioasq.lip6.fr:/oracle/ or by visiting the BioASQ Participants Area1 and selecting
“Submit results” under the “Oracle” option on the horizontal navigation menu, also depicted in Figure
2.1. Note that there are five options under the “Oracle” tag: “Get Data”, “Submit results”, “Results-Task
A”, “Results-Task B-Phase A” and “Results-Task B-Phase B”. By clicking “Get Data” one can access
the test datasets of the challenge. The way that the results are displayed is explained in Chapter 5.

The home page can be decomposed in two elements:

1. the form for submitting guidelines, and

2. the instructions and the explanations of the Oracle functionality.

In Figure 2.1 the fields of the form that provide the information of what is expected for each field are
highlighted in red ellipses. These are:

1. Task: The user is requested to specify the task she intends to submit results for. She can select one
between three options: “Task A”, “Task B-phase A” and “Task B-phase B”.

2. Test: The user is requested to specify the test dataset she submits results for. The field is auto-
populated with all the available test datasets, given the task one has selected in the field Task.

3. Your system: Users participating in the BioASQ challenge are allowed to participate with a
maximum of 5 systems because they are usually testing similar or different methods simulta-
neously. The Oracle auto-populates the field with the systems a user has registered. The user-
name during authentication is used for the systems to be identified. Systems can be added at:
http://bioasq.lip6.fr/profile/

4. Your system results: The field corresponds to a typical “Browse” button, clicking on it, a window
asking the user to identify the results file (for the selected task and test dataset) in his file-system
opens.

1http://bioasq.lip6.fr
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After filling the aforementioned required information, the user can submit the results by clicking on the
“Submit” button, which is also highlighted in the Figure 2.1. The Oracle processes the submitted results
and returns the scores of the evaluation measures. The way they are rendered depends on the “Task”
the user has submitted results for since, the selected evaluation measures are different for each task.
More information and examples concerning the evaluation measures and the rendering of the scores is
provided in the next chapters.

The format of the data submitted for each task should follow the guidelines of the respective task.
One can find them by clicking on “Guidelines” to the horizontal navigational menu, or follow the links:

• http://bioasq.lip6.fr/general_information/Task2a/ for Task A, and

• http://bioasq.lip6.fr/general_information/Task2b/ for Task B. Note that
here one can find the guidelines for both phases of the task.

In case the format is different from the expected, informative messages are returned to the user. When
an unexpected error is caused, the process ends in the 500 error page.

D4.9: Evaluation infrastructure software for future oracle use
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Figure 2.1: The home page of the Oracle, available at http://bioasq.lip6.fr
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CHAPTER 3

Submitting results for Task A

When submitting results for Task A the format of the submitted file should follow the guidelines at
http://bioasq.lip6.fr/general_information/Task2a/. In the auto-populated field
of the submission form “Test” the test datasets of the first and the second year are displayed. They are
discriminated by the flag “Task 1a” for the first year’s datasets and the flag “Task 2a” for the second
year’s datasets. The oracle’s response when submitting results in the correct format can be decomposed
in:

1. a form with a boolean flag asking for confirmation to save the scores and another boolean flag to
keep the results visible. The form is depicted in Figure 3.1.

2. a sorted table populated with the scores of the flat evaluation measures, depicted in Figure 3.2. The
table is sorted using the MiF (Micro F-measure) column. The submission of the user is highlighted
with a yellow background and named “Current Submission”.

3. a sorted table populated with the scores of the hierarchical evaluation results, depicted in Figure
3.3. The table is sorted using the LCA-F (Least Common Ancestor- F-measure) column. Again,
the submission of the user is highlighted with a yellow background and named “Current Submis-
sion”.

Note, that a user can maintain only one saved version of results per system per test dataset. When
the “Save my score” flag in the form is enabled the new scores will replace any previous scores of the
particular system for the particular test dataset of the submission. To apply those changes the user should
click the “Submit” button, also illustrated in the form of Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: The menu for saving results, displayed with the scores of the evaluation measures.

Figure 3.2: The part of the returned results with the scores of the flat measures.
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Figure 3.3: The part of the returned results with the scores of the hierarchical measures.
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CHAPTER 4

Submitting results for Task B

The process of submitting results for Task B is similar with Task A. One should first take into account
the information provided in the online guidelines and then create a file in the described format. The in-
teraction with the form begins by selecting the Task: “Task B-phase A” and “Task B-phase B”. Provided
that the step is completed, the test datasets of the two years are discriminated by the “Task 1B”, “Task
2B” in the beginning of the name of the test dataset.

4.1 Oracle’s response for Phase A

The oracle’s response after submitting results in the correct format can be decomposed in:

1. a form with a boolean flag asking for confirmation to save the scores and another boolean flag to
keep the results visible. The form is the same with the one described in Chapter 3 and is depicted
in Figure 3.1.

2. a table with the scores of the evaluation measures for the retrieved documents (Figure 4.1),

3. a table with the scores of the evaluation measures for the retrieved snippets (Figure 4.2),

4. a table with the scores of the evaluation measures for the retrieved concepts (Figure 4.3), and

5. a table with the scores of the evaluation measures for the retrieved RDF triples (Figure 4.4).

In every one of those tables the results are sorted using the MAP measure. The results of the submission
are highlighted with a yellow background and named “Current Submission”.

4.2 Oracle’s response for Phase B

The Oracle’s response after submitting results for Phase B of Task B consists of the following:

1. a form with a boolean flag asking for confirmation to save the scores and another boolean flag to
keep the results visible. The form is the same with the one described in Chapter 3 and is depicted
in Figure 3.1.
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2. the scores of the evaluation measures for the exact answers (Figure 4.5),

3. the scores of the evaluation measures for the ideal answers (Figure 4.6).1

Figure 4.1: The table with the scores of the evaluation measures for the retrieved documents.

Figure 4.2: The table with the scores of the evaluation measures for the retrieved snippets.

Figure 4.3: The table with the scores of the evaluation measures for the retrieved concepts.

1The set of the selected evaluation measures for the ideal answers of the oracle is subject to change. More evaluation
measures may be added in the future.
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Figure 4.4: The table with the scores of the evaluation measures for the retrieved RDF triples.

Figure 4.5: The table with the scores of the evaluation measures for the exact answers.

Figure 4.6: The table with the scores of the evaluation measures for ideal answers.
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CHAPTER 5

Browsing the oracle results

The scores of the evaluation measures for each task of the challenge are accessible under the menu
“Oracle” (depicted also in Figure 2.1). There are three options relevant to the scores of the evaluation
measures i.e. “Results-Task A”, “Results-Task B-Phase A” and “Results-Task B-Phase B”. By following
the links one can browse over tables that contain the scores of the systems that participated in the official
part of the challenge and the scores of the systems that used the oracle and selected to keep their results
publicly available. In the latter case, the results are highlighted purple. For example, in the Figure 5.1,
the system “testing2” is a system that submitted results using the oracle and kept the results publicly
available.

Figure 5.1: The results of Task A of the official challenge and the oracle submissions.
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CHAPTER 6

BioASQ Participants Area installation

The chapter discusses how one can install the BioASQ Participants Area in his local machine. Following
the provided instructions, a working copy of the software, fully functional, will be running in the local
machine. The platform is available at https://github.com/balikasg/BioASQParticipantsArea.
After copying the contents of the git project to a directory the proposed process includes the following
steps:

1. Create an isolated Python environment.

2. Install the platform dependancies.

3. Add your path to the setting.py file.

4. Synchronize your database, and,

5. Launch the application in a local server.

For the rest of the chapter assume that the extraction was in the directory :
\local\balikasg\platformInstall\

6.1 Dependencies

In order to install the platform we will first create an isolated Python environment and then we will
install a few module dependacies that are required.

Creating an isolated Python environment

The basic problem being addressed is the problem of dependencies and versions, and indirectly per-
missions. Imagine you have an application that needs version 1 of Module1, but another application
requires version 2 of this same module. To be able to use both applications the best solution is to create
an environment that has its own installation directories. More generally, we want to be able to install in
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a computer the platform and leave it functional without causing problem or meshing with the already
existing modules. To create this isolated environment we use virtualenv.1

Having a working installation of virtualenv, the only thing that remains is to create a fully
isolated environment:

virtualenv --no-site-packages myENV

There is no output for for this command. Instead a folder myENV will be created in your working
directory and its structure will be:

|-- myEnv
|-- requirements.txt
‘-- webexample

Note that currently “requirements.txt” is in the github directory of the project. The version of virtualenv
that was used during the preparation of those guidelines is 1.11.4. Since we used Python 2.7 during
the developement of the platform problems may occur if you try to deploy it with Python 3.X.2 To
overcome this, note that virtualenv supports choosing the Python version to be used in the isolated
environment. In that case the command for creating the isolated environment would be:

virtualenv -p /usr/bin/python2.6 --no-site-packages myENV

In the above command /usr/bin/python2.6 is the path to your Python installation.
Having created the isolated environment you can activate it by:

source myENV/bin/activate

You can deactivate it by simple typing:

deactivate

Database

Django supports many databases. In the deployment server we use MySQL while when developing it
we used SQLite. For the purpose of this tutorial we propose to the readers to use SQLite 3 for reasons
of simplicity. At the same time using this database requires no extra parametrization.

Install Python dependancies

We use pip4 in order to install the dependancies of the platform. Having activated the isolated environ-
ment, type the following commands:

pip install requests==1.1.0
pip install decorator==3.4.0
pip install django-common==0.1.51
pip install django==1.4.5
pip install django_widget_tweaks==1.1.2
pip install djangorestframework==2.2.1
pip install south==0.7.6

1More information and an installation guide for virtualenv can be found in http://www.virtualenv.org/en/
latest/virtualenv.html#usage.

2To find the Python version you use press in the terminal python -V.
3More information about SQLite is available at https://sqlite.org/
4http://www.pip-installer.org/en/latest/
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The same result can be achieved by typing:

pip install -r requirements.txt

where requirements.txt contains the above list with packages and is provided in the “BioASQ Area.zip”.
Each command installs a specific version of the modules, e.g. pip install requests==1.1.0
will install the version 1.1.0 of the module requests.

Modifying the settings.py file

In this last step before launching the application in a python server we need to do a modification
in the setting.py file available at webexample\webexample\settings.py. The file con-
tains information about different settings concerning the platform e.g. paths to be considered when
searching for templates/static files, database configuration etc. In this step you only have to modify
the myPath variable in line 6, to indicate the absolute path of the webexample directory (e.g. my-
Path=’/local/balikasg/platformInstall/webexample/’). At this point, every detail has been set. The only
remaining thing is to initialise the database that the application will use. Note that in the settings.py
file we provide two configurations: (i) a configuration with SQLite database and another one, com-
mented, with MySQL. The configuration with the SQLite database is provided because of its simplicity
for the illustrative purposes of the tutorial. In a deployment environment its use is discouraged for
scaling and safety reasons.

Synchronizing the database

In order to built the database tables required by the application we need to execute:

python manage.py syncdb

This will create the required database tables along with a superuser account. Below you can see a sample
output of the command:

python manage.py syncdb

Syncing...
Creating tables ...
Creating table auth_permission
Creating table auth_group_permissions
Creating table auth_group
Creating table auth_user_user_permissions
Creating table auth_user_groups
Creating table auth_user
Creating table django_content_type
Creating table django_session
Creating table django_site
Creating table django_admin_log
Creating table registration_registrationprofile
Creating table uploads_document
Creating table Test_detail
Creating table Test_article
Creating table Test_bioasq_baseline
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Creating table Test_user_profile
Creating table Test_system
Creating table Test_test_result
Creating table Test_test_result_file
Creating table Test_upload_information
Creating table Test_eval_meas
Creating table forum_category
Creating table forum_forum
Creating table forum_topic
Creating table forum_post
Creating table south_migrationhistory
Creating table task1b_detail1b
Creating table task1b_golden_question_1b
Creating table task1b_user_results_1b
Creating table task1b_upload_information_for_1b
Creating table task1b_evaluation_measures_1b
Creating table task1bb_user_results_1bb
Creating table task1bb_evaluation_measures_1bb
Creating table oracle_eval_meas_oracle
Creating table oracle_log_oracle

You just installed Django’s auth system, which means
you don’t have any superusers defined.
Would you like to create one now? (yes/no): <--type "yes"
Username (leave blank to use ’balikasg’): test <--type a username
E-mail address: geompalik@hotmail.com example@mail.com <--
type your mail account
Password: <--type a password but nothing will appear
Password (again): <--retype the password here, still nothing appears
Superuser created successfully.
Installing custom SQL ...
Installing indexes ...
Installed 0 object(s) from 0 fixture(s)

Synced:
> django.contrib.auth
> django.contrib.contenttypes
> django.contrib.sessions
> django.contrib.sites
> django.contrib.messages
> django.contrib.staticfiles
> django.contrib.admin
> registration
> uploads
> Test
> webservice
> rest_framework
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> forum
> widget_tweaks
> south
> task1b
> task1bb
> oracle

Not synced (use migrations):
-
(use ./manage.py migrate to migrate these)

Now we are ready in terms of the database. In the last step we will launch a local server to confirm that
the application works.

Launching the application

You can start the application (platform) by typing:

python manage.py runserver

Output:

Validating models...

0 errors found
Django version 1.4.5, using settings ’webexample.settings’
Development server is running at http://127.0.0.1:8000/
Quit the server with CONTROL-C

Opening from a browser the http://127.0.0.1:8000/ will lead you to the homepage of the
platform. The administator interface is at http://127.0.0.1:8000/admin/.

6.2 Modifying and adapting the BioASQ Participants Area

The BioASQ Participants Area was built to be generic and easily configurable so that it can be adapted
to other domains without significant effort. Recall that the BioASQ Participants Area has been de-
veloped following the Model-View-Controller design pattern and as a result the Model (database), the
View (graphical interface) and the Controller (functionality) of the software are loosely coupled and
can be handled independently. Also, the different parts of the Controller are implemented in different
subsystems of the software. Recall that there are seven subsystems implemented in the platform:

• Task A

• TaskB-PhaseA

 core functionality

• TaskB-PhaseB

• Registration

• Forum
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• Contact Form

• Django-Admin

The first three implement the evaluation infrastructure and the result submission functionality. The rest
offer additional functionality, mainly enabling the communication between the challenge participants
and the BioASQ team as well as the administration of the challenge by the organisers. For more infor-
mation on the design decisions for the development of the platform and a discussion on the advantages
of those choices, please consult Balikas et al. (2013a).

Adapting the platform for a challenge in another domain requires minor changes, mainly to update
the texts of the platform. This is due to the platform being domain agnostic and as a result the evaluation
infrastructure and the results submission mechanisms do not need domain specific information. In detail,
if one wants to start a challenge in a different domain, four of the subsystems, namely “Registration”,
“Forum”, “Contanct Form” and “Django-Admin”, don’t have to be modified as their functionality is
generic for each challenge.

The rest of the subsystems that implement the core functionality can also be used as is, if the structure
of the other challenge remains the same. The evaluation measures for both tasks are domain agnostic.
The scores are calculated by comparing the results submitted by the participants with the golden re-
sponses, which are stored in the platform database. Consequently, scoring with the same evaluation
measures is feasible without any modifications. The same applies for the submission of results. Only
the sanity checks performed on the submitted data may need to be modified. For example, in the se-
mantic indexing task, where the challenge participants submit categories from a specified taxonomy, the
platform should make sure the results belong indeed to the taxonomy.

Finally, changes may be required in the guidelines that describe the new challenge. Their current
version reflects the specifications of the BioASQ challenge. Furthermore, the logos and the look-and-
feel of the platform can be easily modified since they are written using HTML.
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